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• KAWASAKI HAS DONE IT. THEY’VE BECOME 
the first manufacturer to build a four- 
stroke off-road bike that takes advantage 
of the technological advances made in 
long-travel suspension design over the 
last decade. On two points, the KLX 
stands in complete contrast to the dirt 
thumpers which have appeared before it: 
the green machine has a superb chassis 
and suspension system, and it has a pro
saic engine. The KLX forces a prospec
tive buyer to decide whether he wants a 
bike with good handling or appealing 
power. Right now. he can’t have both, no 
matter what he buys.

When Yamaha introduced the TT500 In 
1976. they exposed a whole generation of 
dirt bikers raised on screaming two- 
strokes to the beauty of four-stroke 
power. For example, just off idle—at 2500 
rpm—the TT produced just as much 
torque as the IT400 did at maximum out
put-7500 rpm. The TT’s powerplant was 
sensational, but the bike weighed over 
300 pounds and handled like a World War 
II half-track. The bike created a booming 
aftermarket for suspension components 
and swing arms; at night TT owners 
dreamed about whole new chassis.

Suzuki came along with the DR370. It 
was light and nimble compared to the 
Yamaha 500. and the 281-pound Suzuki 
could actually be taken up a tight forest 
trail with some hope of getting up the 
mountain. But in the real world, a 281- 
pound dirt bike is heavy; the Suzuki didn't 
handle well, and with 21 horsepower it 
was a slow 370cc bike.

Early in 1979 Honda introduced some 
“enduro-ready" four-strokes. The XR250 
and 500 had excellent engines—and in 
regard to the 500 you can emphasize 
excellent—and reasonably good suspen
sion. But they were both heavy, which 
made the suspension seem marginal.

For the past three years Yamaha. 
Suzuki and Honda have shared a single 
approach to four-stroke dirt bikes—call 
them enduro racers or play bikes. Con
centrating on the engine side of the play 
bike formula, these companies have ap
parently believed that thumper-lovers 
don’t appreciate good suspension and 
light weight. In fact, though, there’s a very 
good reason behind the use of pedestrian 
suspension components: money. Gener
ally. four-stroke engines have more parts 
and therefore cost more to produce than

When you think about 
four-stroke dirt bikes, do 
the words “overweight,” 
“under-suspended” and 
“torquey”spring to mind?

If they do, Kawasaki’s 
new KLX250 will change 

your idea of what a 
thumper is. It’s among 
the lightest 250s avail
able, it has the latest in 
long-travel suspension 

design, and it sure is slow.
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appear when an engine or chassis 
intended to perform in one way is given a 
new assignment. The KLX has one major 
problem: it’s slow. The 250 is not mildly, 
timidly slow; it's excruciatingly, tri
umphantly, prodigiously and blatantly 
slow. Consequently, thumper-fanatics 
have a choice: handling (the KLX) or you 
can have power (most notably the XR500).

The KLX’s no-surprises engine arrives 
nearly part for part from the KL250, Ka
wasaki’s work-horse dual-purpose bike 
introduced in 1978. In every respect, the 
246cc engine is designed for mild, reliable 
performance. A one-piece cylinder head 
houses mid-sized valves: a 37mm intake 
and a 31 mm exhaust. Each valve is one 
millimeter larger than the 1979 KL’s; the 
KLX designers hoped this minor change 
would make the bike rev higher and pro
duce more power. In fact, the KLX devel
ops about one-half horsepower more than 
the KL at a peak 500-rpm higher.

Techno-freaks won’t OD on Kawasaki’s 
stone-simple single. The camshaft rides 
directly on plain-bearing journals. While a 
camshaft mounted on ball or roller bear
ings may withstand more abuse (such as 
the neglect of oil changes), an ordinarily

Intake and exhaust valves (37 and 31mm) are each one millimeter larger than the KL's.

prudent owner will find no problem with a 
plain-bearing-mounted camshaft. The 
KLX uses an automatic cam-chain ad
juster, which the KL does not have. This 
device employs a spring-loaded shaft 
pressing against the rubber tensioning rail 
to hold the cam chain taut, keep the chain 
quiet and minimize tedious servicing 
chores.

Other top-end components are equally 
straightforward in the 70 x 64mm engine. 
A one-piece connecting rod rides on 
caged roller bearings at the big end, and 
the piston mounts on the plain bearing 
surface of the rod’s small end.

Both the induction and exhaust systems 
of the KLX differ from the KL’s. A 32mm 
Mikuni carburetor replaces the dual-pur
pose bike’s 28mm unit and is another 
device helping the enduro bike to rev 
higher. The KL’s downswept, heavily- 
muffled exhaust pipe would have been 
unacceptable on the KLX. A slightly up- 
swept straight-pipe tucks in nicely behind 
the right rear shock, where a USFS-ap- 
proved spark arrestor and very adequate 
muffler attach. The basic KL engine 
makes a virtue out of the tried and true 
approach. The KLX unit has no counter-

To produce any significant power the KLX 
needs to be run in its high-rpm range, but 
heavy crank flywheels inhibit quick revving.

balancers, no twin pipes, no third or fourth 
valves, no power chambers. It’s just a no- 
nonsense engine with very little horse
power or torque.

There are a couple of benefits to such a 
mildly tuned engine. In any circumstance 
the KLX starts easily with only one prod at 
the kick lever. On two separate occasions 
the KLX was lying exactly upside down 
while Cycle's testers were picking them
selves up and getting back to the bike. 
Both times the 250 started first kick. Heavy

Camshaft is driven by a standard roller chain; its 
journals ride directly on the head's plain bearings.

The KLX uses a one-piece cylinder head; the KX frame Oil filter is easily accessible now that the KL’s clutch
was slightly modified to accept the tall four-stroke, cover has been modified for use on the KLX.
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The KLX and the KDX (Kawasaki's 4U0cc two-stroke enduro bike) share a new extruded aluminum swing arm.

KRHRSAKIXLX250 TEST
flywheels—both ignition and crankshaft- 
help the Kawasaki start easily. Once the 
kick gear gets the flywheels turning, the 
inertia keeps the piston going until the 
combustion process begins. Another re
sult of the heavy flywheels is the engine’s 
tendency to gain revs very slowly. Since 
there's so little power available, however, 
less flywheel effect would be appreciated 
because the rider must get the 250 into the 
peak of its powerband quickly and keep it 
there if he has any interest in fast riding.

At its peak—from 7500 to 9000 rpm— 
the KLX produces a whisp more than 17 
horsepower. That’s exactly what the 
Suzuki PEI 75 makes; it's also three 
horsepower down on the Yamaha IT 175F 
and about two horsepower short on the 
Honda XR250. Comparisons with two- 
stroke 250s would only serve to make the 
KLX look silly.

Exactly what do those figures mean 
when the Kawasaki rider gets on the trail? 
As you would expect, the KLX is most at 
home on tight trails where its power short
fall is not so noticeable; with some clutch 
work and careful planning, you can keep 
the 250 revving hard enough in a low gear 
to whip the bike up short, rough hills 
without any problems. Longer hills require 
a good fast approach. Slides are nearly 
out of the question; the 250 simply doesn’t 
have the power to keep the rear wheel 
spinning. Running the machine on fast 
fireroads or in sand takes the heaviest toll 
of the Kawasaki. In sand especially the 
250 has trouble pulling above the mid
range in fifth gear. To its credit, the KLX 
carburets cleanly in all rpm ranges; above 
3000 rpm the engine responds without 
bogging even when the rider suddenly 
cracks the throttle wide open.

There have been a couple of changes 
made to the KL’s lower end to prepare it 
for KLX duty. A capacitor-discharge igni
tion system replaces the KL's breaker 
points setup. Though CDI units rarely 
need attention, the magneto side cover

Spring-loaded shift lever tip folds back ninety degrees 
from its original position. Brake pedal is non-folding.

Kawasaki offers some enduro options. This lighting kit, including all the necessary wiring, costs $49.95. 
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“As you would expect, the KLX 
is most at home on tight trails 
where its power shortfall is not 
so noticeable; with some clutch 
work and careful planning, you 
can keep the 250 rewing hard 
enough in a low gear to whip 
the bike up short, rough hills 
without any problems.”
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KRHRSAKIKLX250 TEST
on our test bike did not properly cover the 
gasket. Consequently, when the bike was 
washed or sloshed across a stream, water 
found its way to the ignition system. Sec
ondary insulation of the system must be 
good, because the 250’s electricals never 
misfired. To be on the safe side, though, 
an owner should check if his cover's 
leaking, and if it is, silicone it.

A particular sore spot on the KL250

Two items unique to the KLX: black paint for the 
engine cases and a light weight aluminum skid plate.

dual-purpose bike is cleaning the oil filter. 
The entire clutch cover must be removed, 
which in turn requires the removal of the 
right footpeg and the exhaust pipe. This 
tedious ritual can discourage someone 
from cleaning the paper filter on the KL. 
The KLX's right case has been modified 
to solve the problem. A small removable 
plate covers the oil filter, and mainte
nance is now a five-minute affair.

An unmodified KL250 crankshaft, gear
box and clutch are found inside the KLX's

The air cleaner is easy to service; the air box. with its 
top breather, is almost completely waterproof.

black cases. The pressed-together crank
shaft mounts on roller bearings on the left 
side and ball bearings on the right. 
Straight-cut primary gears transfer power 
to the seven-driven-plate/six-drive-plate 
clutch. During clutch engagement there’s 
very often a curious grinding sound. 
Throughout the test, the severity of the 
grinding neither increased nor de
creased. At no time did the clutch’s per
formance indicate there was a mechan
ical failing. In fact, the clutch’s operation

Magnetically-triggered CDI replaces the KL's points 
system. The side cover needs silicone waterproofing.
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KAWASAKIKLX250TEST
is especially good. There's no fade at all, 
even with heavy abuse. Upon disassem
bly of the KLX’s engine, the clutch plates 
appeared completely unmarred. Ka
wasaki spokesmen had no ready explana
tion for the grinding noise; it may be an 
idiosyncrasy of that model's clutch and 
one which does not result in problems.

A five-speed gearbox transfers power 
to the countershaft. Mechanical operation 
of the transmission is very good; the Ka
wasaki rarely catches a false neutral or 
missed shift and then only when the rider 
has fumbled with the lever. Spacing of the 
gear ratios is excellent. If the rider is on 
either reasonably level or fairly firm 
ground the KLX doesn't fall off the power- 
band through power shifts.

The KLX gets less than sensational gas 
mileage. On a typical riding session Cy
cle's testers have a tendency to wring out 
a machine. Underpowered bikes get 
thrashed that much harder. In deep sand 
the KLX returns 25 miles per gallon. Rid
den in more typical situations, such as on 
tight trails or fireroads, the 250 delivers 
anywhere from 31 to 36 miles per gallon, 
giving the KLX (with its 2.5-gallon tank) a 
minimum range of 77 miles. That’s 
enough for a long trail ride or a longer- 
than-average enduro loop.

The KLX powerplant, including car
buretor but excluding exhaust pipe and 
oil, weighs 74.5 pounds. Compare this 
with the 79.4-pound Honda XL250 engine 
and the 78.5-pound Suzuki DR370 en
gine. It's light compared to the Honda and 

(Continued on page 40)

Make and Model......................................  Kawasaki KLX250
Price, suggested retail as of 4/21/79 $1649

ENGINE
Type ................. Four-stroke, single-cylinder with two-valve

single-overhead-camshaft head 
Bore and stroke 70 x 64mm (2.76 x 2.52 in.)
Piston displacement............................ 246cc (15.01 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ......................................................... 8.9:1
Carburetion...............................................  (1) 32mm Mikuni
Exhaust system............. Upswept pipe with silencer/USFS-

Seat height................................................. 940mm (37.0 in.)
Ground clearance......................................  307mm (12.1 in.)
Fuel capacity............................................  9.5 liters (2.5 gal.)
Curb weight, full tank 113 kg (250 lbs.)
Test weight................................................  190 kg (420 lbs.)

CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT 
Kawasaki Motor Corp., USA 
3630 Garry St.
Santa Ana, Calif. 92704 
Attention: Consumer Services

approved spark arrestor
Ignition ................................Capacitor-discharge; magneto
Air filtration..................................Oiled and washable foam
Oil filtration....................................  Replaceable paper filter
Oil capacity..........................................  1.5 liters (1.6 quarts)
Bhp @ rpm................................................. 17.85 @ 8500
Torque @ rpm.............................................  11.81 @ 7000

TRANSMISSION
Type .........Five-speed gearbox with a 13-plate wet clutch
Primary drive...................... Straight-cut gear; 69/21; 3.29:1
Final drive............................Chain; 46/14 sprockets; 3.29:1
Gear ratios (at transmission)..... (1) 29/11, 2.64 (2) 26/15,

1.73 (3) 26/20, 1.30 (4) 21 /20, 1.05 (5) 21 /24, 0.88

CHASSIS
Type .......Single-downtube full-cradle chrome-moly frame

with extruded-aluminum swing-arm
Suspension, front............... Air/spring oil-damped forward-

mounted-axle fork with 9.8 inches of travel
rear .......Gas-charged shocks with remote reservoirs

and five preload settings, 
producing 9.8 inches of wheel travel

Wheelbase ..............................................  1420mm (55.9 in.)
Rake/trail............................................  28°/121 mm (4.8 in.)
Brake, front........... Conical hub; 120 x 28mm (4.7 x 1.1 in.)

brake shoes
rear ............... Conical hub; 130 x 28mm (5.1 x 1.1 in.)

brake shoes; full-floating design
Wheel, front ............... 1.60 x 21 DID rim with one rim lock

rear 1.85 x 18 DID rim with two rim locks
Tire, front ............... Bridgestone 3.00 x 21 Motocross Ml 7

rear ................. Bridgestone 4.00 x 18 Motocross M20

(714) 540-1600

Kawasaki KLX250 
Test Conditions: 
Barometer 29.84 

Temperature 
55°F V\fet 74°F Dry 

Correction Factor 1.033 - 
Date of Test: 4/10/79 

As Tested on the _ 
Webco Dyno

RPMxlOO
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Kawasaki 250 Continued from page 38 
average at best compared to the Suzuki. 
The KLX weighs 250 pounds; its four- 
stroke competitors, the XR250 and the 
DR370, weigh 271 and 281 pounds re
spectively; its two-stroke class rivals, the 
PE250 and the IT250, weigh 266 and 262 
pounds. The KLX's featherweight chassis 
gives the Kawasaki its advantage.

A couple of minor changes have been 
made to the KX’s chrome-moly frame to 
make the chassis trail-ready. The frame 
member which runs below and parallel to 
the backbone has been curved to make 
room for the 250’s cam tower. Aside from 
a few additional brackets to accept such 
items as the KLX’s aluminum skid plate, 
the frame's only two other differences are 
a welded-on grab bar behind the seat, and 
the relocation of the shock's top mounts.

There are more significant differences 
with the KLX’s swing arm and rear sus
pension. The 250 does not use the 125's 
gold anodized swing arm. Rather, it and 
the KDX (Kawasaki's 400cc two-stroke 
enduro bike) share an extruded aluminum 
arm which weighs the same as the 125's 
unit but is 12mm shorter. The rear shock 
mounts are also farther forward on the 
250 than on the 125, and this pulls the 
250’s shocks in a more vertical position. 
The shock bodies and damping rods 
make the units 40mm longer than the 
KX’s. The longer suspension units and the 
shorter swing arm combine to give the 
KLX a steeper head angle (28 degrees 
from the 125’s 29), a taller seat height 
(37.2 from 36.0 inches) and a shorter 
wheelbase (55.9 from 56.6 inches).

The 250’s shock and swing arm dif
ferences also give the KLX more rear- 
wheel travel than the 125: 9.8 inches 
compared to the KX's 8.8 inches. The 

(Continued on page 72)Ask for Number One 
for power and looks.. 
Dick’s R/ICER1 pipes!
You'll ride with pride when you 
install the world's Number One 
name in motorcycle exhaust sys
tems. Dick's RACER 1 pipes give 
your bike that bold competitive 
look with a sleek tucked in design. 
They're quality engineered to be 
Number One in power, perform
ance and perfect fit for your 
Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki, Yama 
ha, BMW or Norton Available in 
6, 4, 3 and 2 into one models.

RACER 1 systems give you com
plete access to oil filter and drain 
plug, the retention of both side 
and center stands and good tour
ing accessory clearance. Select 
deep long-lasting triple Show 
Chrome1' or durable baked on 
high temp black finish. Don’t 
settle for second best, ask for 
Number One! Send $1.00 for 
RACER 1 catalog and decal.

Dick’sR4CER1
THE NUMBER ONE CHOICE!

dick’scycle west, me. »401 Agostino Road. San Gabriel, CA91776 [mic]



The Ultimate 
Brake Light.

The Aug. '77 Rider said the Cyberlite "must be 
the ultimate brake light... Its operation is super
effective, and the quality of its construction is ex
cellent." In a controlled 7-million mile test, the 
Calif. Highway Patrol found that the rear-end colli
sion rate was 2Vi times greater for vehicles not 
equipped with Cyberlite. You’ll feel better day and 
night riding with a Cyberlite. For complete installa
tion instructions, performance data and ordering 
information, write or call

Voevodsky Cyberlite, Inc.
770 Welch Road, Suite 154 

Palo Alto, CA 94304 
(415)854-1242

CAN T BEAT THIS VALUE 
TO SAVE YOUR TAIL

NEW TWO-PART TRAVEL 
EASE WATER CUSHION

Fiuid f £* : r. srsiros bumps, snuffs out engine and 
roa: v era: :* me :s to the rider with each change 
of position as .. :r.e water bed principal can.

The new two-part water cushion fits step, king- 
queen, saccie a-: f at seats. Front and back sections 
can overlap on a fiat stock seat to form a step seat. 
Sections consist of an -*er bag containing water, 
stabilizing plastic ioa- arc a valve which permits in
dividual adjustment. TT,:s :ag siips into a black vinyl 
leather-grained cover with e as*c attachment cords.

This unique water cushion principle has provided tail 
saving comfort for more than ? ert years. A complete 
two-section cushion costs only $35.95. Individual sec
tions (front or back, large cr s~a are available at 
$24.95 each.

CUED Large
F 16" x 12” 
B 11” x 12”

Small
13V»'r x 10” 
10" x10”

Send size and check to

JML Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 17808, Dept. C 

Milwaukee, Wl 53217 • 414/352-8848
Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Invited

Kawasaki 250 Continued from page 40 
KLX’s fork is basically the same as the 
125’s, having the same travel (9.8 inches), 
the same damping rods and the same 
forward-axle and air-spring designs. The 
250, thanks to its greater overall weight, 
uses heavier fork springs; it also has non- 
finned fork legs.

On the trail it quickly becomes obvious 
that the KLX needs still heavier fork and 
shock springs. Though the 250’s design
ers intend the gentle thumper to be ex
ceptionally comfortable (for example, 
they opted for softer foam in the seat, 
which otherwise is the same as the 125’s), 
the suspension goes beyond fulfilling the 
needs of comfort. It’s entirely too soft. 
Over semi-rough terrain, intermediate to 
expert 250 riders bottom the KLX’s sus
pension about once a minute, or a couple 
times every mile. The Kawasaki is com
fortable; if the rider isn’t really gassing it, 
the 250 is as smooth as any enduro bike 
made. The fork and shock damping, is 
progressive without any hitches, and it 
never fades. The amount of travel, too, is 
sufficient to allow the rider to berserk it 
with confidence.

In an attempt to stiffen the fork action 
by simply increasing the air pressure in 
the fork, Cycle’s testers fiddled endlessly 
with the front suspension. Kawasaki 
spokesmen recommend 14 psi in the fork, 
and the KLX service manual cautions the 
owner not to exceed 36 psi. With 14 psi, 
the fork is ridiculously soft and bottoms 
unacceptably often. Adding air in one- 
to two-pound increments, we stopped 
inflating at 26 psi; at that pressure the 
fork made the front wheel skittery and 
topped out every time it had a chance to 
extend fully. For Cycle testers the op
timum pressure was 22 psi; with that 
pressure the fork would top occasionally 
but still provide good control and seldom 
bottom. Still, we believe the best way to 
eliminate the bottoming problem is to 
install heavier fork springs and use the 
recommended air pressure.

Even though the suspension is too soft, 
the basic chassis performs exceptionally 
well. Over whoops the KLX tracks 
straight, and side-hopping is never a 
problem. On tight trails- or in any situa
tion which requires the rider to turn 
quickly—the 250 steers precisely with just 
a hint of oversteering apparent. Sliding 
isn’t the KLX’s long suit, but the bike's lack 
of power, not its chassis, accounts for the 
reluctance to slide.

Overall, the KLX is a pleasure to ride. 
It’s light, and that encourages the rider to 
throw the bike around. Its seating and peg 
positions are comfortable; even though its 
37-inch seat height is tallish for an en- 
duro/play bike, the bike settles on its 
suspension to lower that height, and the 
seat's foam also collapses more than is 
usual, allowing a five-ten rider to reach 
the ground easily.

Both of the KLX’s wheel assemblies 
! differ just slightly from the KX’s. DID alu

minum alloy rims replace the moto- 
crosser’s gold anodized rims. The 250 
uses the 125’s spokes, but it shouldn’t. 
The extra weight works a real hardship on 
the wheels. The spokes continually need 
re-tightening, and at every adjustment 
there’s another opportunity to pull the rim 
out of alignment. Neither front nor rear 
brake is overly powerful but both respond 
progressively and quickly if the rider is 
willing to exert a lot of pressure on the 
lever and pedal. Both brakes resist fading 
when wet.

Now that Kawasaki has introduced the 
KLX250, all four of the major Japanese 
manufacturers offer four-stroke off-road 
bikes that are fun to ride. Three of the 
companies (only excepting Honda) con
sider their machines to be play bikes 
rather than competition machines.

None of the thumpers is ready for com
petition or even for very hard play riding 
right off the dealer’s floor. The Yamaha 
TT, the Suzuki DR and the Honda XRs all 
need better suspension and some weight 
trimmed to be really fun in the dirt. The 
Kawasaki KLX, on the other hand, needs 
only engine work and heavier suspension 
springing to be really enjoyable on a Sun
day trail ride.

The engine work that the KLX needs is 
less expensive than the chassis work the 
others require. The KLX will create a 
demand for high-performance engine 
components. Some companies already 
manufacture hop-up parts for the KL 
which fit the KLX, and Kawasaki is cur
rently planning to market an engine kit, 
though at press time they had not decided 
whether simply to make the 250 more 
potent or take the alternate route and gain 
performance by increasing the KLX’s dis
placement. The big question, however, in 
any major engine hop-up is how much 
modification an engine will stand without 
unduly compromising its reliability. In the 
near future Cycle will test the Kawasaki 
factory high-performance kit, and we’ll be 
interested to see how much more horse
power can be pulled out of the engine, at 
what price, and with what trade-offs.

if you're planning on spending money 
on your bike after you buy it, the KLX is a 
first-rate choice. With a better engine in its 
chassis, it would be the best four-stroke 
off-road machine available, and it would 
be competitive with the leading two- 
stroke enduro bikes. But as it comes, it’s 
a slow, good-handling, comfortable play 
bike. And nothing more. ®
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